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ABSTRACT

Relying on blockchain technology, URTravel strives to level the playing field between travel-related businesses
and their customers.
At present, the travel industry – an enormous market that generates some $7.8 trillion a year – is riddled with
imbalanced business-client relationships that prove harmful to both sides; many businesses that sell quality
services lose clients by failing to focus on customer loyalty and engagement. A more balanced relationship can
shore up a travel provider’s customer base, while ensuring that clients are always in tune with the best travel
deals.
URTravel plans to shatter the status quo by creating a Graphene-based blockchain aimed at fostering the
growth of cryptocurrency payments, all the while creating a reliable and decentralized ecosystem that rewards
customer engagement and loyalty.
On one hand, the blockchain will generate an enormous amount of data that will fuel the success of travel
providers by defining, measuring and improving traveler’s interest and engagement. On the other, it will inspire
travelers to promote these travel providers and to utilize their services time and time again.
The blockchain will be built using the most advanced, cutting-edge technologies in order to minimize the
possibility of fraud and other illicit activities, all while ensuring that transactions are solidly verified and all players
within the system are able to reap their rewards.
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SAD OBSCURITY OF THE TRAVEL INDUSTRY

Remonstrating Third-Parties from the Travel Industry
The travel providers face a considerable disadvantage when it comes to being able to predict what customers
want. In the information age, with consumers no longer dependent on agencies and specialists to organize
leisure and business travel, travel providers often don’t know their client’s travel plans until the last stage of purchasing decisions; i.e. when the customer is booking airline tickets and hotel stays.
Meanwhile, other industries – social networks, Online shopping giants, App stores, etc. – Are crawling with
information about travel trends. People regularly post relevant status updates or join Facebook groups about
destinations or travel trends of interest. Likewise, they’ll snap up travel guides from Amazon, download city
maps for their smartphones, etc., Leaving a veritable breadcrumb trail across the Internet.
The problem is, obtaining this data is often prohibitively expensive for small to mid-sized travel providers
without massive budgets. In the absence of personal data, they often have to resort to guessing what the
upcoming trends will be, and which travel options to promote in order to attract the most potential customers.
What’s more, they have to invest a great deal of time and resources into attracting new clients, as customer
loyalty tends to be weak at best in an era when typing a few words into a search engine makes it possible to
compare prices from across the industry.

It’s those intermediaries who hold centralized ownership of the following factors in the Travel Industry
causing the emerging Travel Providers very high disadvantage:

• User Identity
• Transactional Records
• Booking Fees
• Traffic Volume
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Data Scrape in the name of Social Media
A key factor to keep in mind here is that personal data doesn’t have to be extracted using manipulative or
deceptive means. In recent years consumers have displayed an increased willingness to share their personal
data in exchange for customized offers that take their preferences into account.
It is those platforms that are able to harness the power of big data who will have the most to gain from the
advent of personal data collection. With each passing day, Artificial Intelligence (AI)-based technologies are
becoming better equipped to gather, process and categorize enormous amounts of data, which travel
providers, in turn, can use to custom-tailor offerings to their travelers.
The more data, the smarter are the algorithms that will eventually be able to foresee the wishes we are yet
unable to predict for ourselves. Here’s where blockchain technology comes in. Propelled by the URToken, a
tradable cryptocurrency that will be created during the URTravel crowd sale. The URTravel platform will be a
great business equalizer.

“OWN YOUR DATA”
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Unparalleled Competition for Emerging Travel Providers
AAA Third-parties in the travel industry is utilizing their database that contains information about millions of
travelers. With all this data it’s very easy for such travel providers to draw high margins, which in return makes
the booking fees expensive for both traveler and travel providers. Travel providers generally have to pay more
than 20% in commissions to these Third-parties.
In such an ecosystem it’s very hard for emerging travel providers or start-ups to sustain and all along this data is
not used prominently for the betterment of the travelers. Travelers bear the expensive booking fees to these
intermediaries and travel providers are restricted to all important user information, which can help travel
providers to serve better to travelers. It seems like a loss on both the business parties and that the system
demands a change.
It is those platforms that are able to harness the power of big data who will have the most to gain from the
advent of personal data collection. With each passing day, Artificial Intelligence (AI)-based technologies are
becoming better equipped to gather, process and categorize enormous amounts of data, which travel providers
in turn can use to custom-tailor offerings to their clients.
We believe this is the way forward for the travel industry. We envisage a massive to travel providers of all sizes,
containing an immense amount of unbiased information about the travel industry.

Bogus Reward Systems and Engagement Strategies

The travel industry faces a considerable disadvantage when it comes to being able to predict what travelers
want. In the information age, with consumers no longer dependent on agencies and specialists to organize
leisure and business travel, travel providers often don’t know their client’s travel plans until the last stage of
purchasing decisions; i.e. when the customer is booking airline tickets and hotel stays.
Meanwhile, other industries like social networks, Online shopping giants, App stores, etc. – Are crawling with
information about travel trends. People regularly post relevant status updates or join Facebook groups about
destinations or travel trends of interest. Likewise, they’ll snap up travel guides from Amazon, download city
maps for their smartphones, etc., Leaving a veritable breadcrumb trail across the Internet.
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URTravel Solution for Travel Ecosystem
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URTravel stands to change the way you Travel

A tradable cryptocurrency URToken will be created during the URTravel crowd sale. The URTravel platform will be
the great equalizer. Travel providers, developers, and casual travel enthusiasts alike will be able to invest in and
develop the system’s infrastructure. And in the spirit of decentralization, none of the platform’s operators will
have control over this system.
URTravel is a decentralized data-exchange platform that stands to change the game in the travel industry. It is
based on a public, open-source blockchain that will be fully managed by the system’s users.
In a time when personal data is all too often extracted in the absence of true consumer consent, we want to
change the game. Our system will empower consumers by giving them control of their personal data and
making it possible for them to submit it in exchange for tangible benefits. Toward this end, we strive to level the
playing field across the travel industry – closing the gap between travel providers and travelers, thereby boosting
the experiences of each.

Travel Providers

User Data

Travel Providers

Travel Providers

Travelers

Travel Experiences

Loyalty Rewards

Online Booking

URTravel ECOSYSTEM
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SMART CONTRACTS BASED GOVERNANCE
Once the terms of the contract are met, the smart
contract protocol automatically triggers fulfillment
of the agreement.

AUTHORSHIP AND OWNERSHIP PROTECTION
Smart Contracts are impeccable of short term authorized
iterations and unauthorized changes hence you own your
data and it won’t be leaked or used without your consent.

FAR LESS BOOKING FEES
Travel service providers will be able to cut marketing costs
and boost their margins by offering individualized travel
packages.

INCENTIVIZATION PROGRAM
URtravel smart contracts will incentivize travelers and
travel industries based on the value generated by them
to the URTravel ecosystem.

INSTANT SECURE PAYMENTS
Blockchain technology has the capability to process
500+ peer to peer secure transactions per second.
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Global Loyalty programs on the URTravel Platform
We want to use cryptocurrency to change the loyalty program game by closing the gap between travel
providers and travelers. The URTravel ecosystem will comprise a broad network of travel providers and travelers,
each of whom has plenty to gain from one another. In order to gain access to the network, travel providers will
purchase a certain number of URTokens – a tradable cryptocurrency that will be created during the URTravel
crowd sale.
In the beginning, URTravel will allocate a certain number of URTokens for the earliest partners. This will
definitely be a case of the early bird gets the worm; those travel providers that join earliest will be able to snap
up URTokens at the lowest rates. As the supply of tokens diminishes over time, the prices will rise.
The travel providers that use URTravel will have the opportunity to create their own cryptocurrencies in the form
of branded tokens, which will be pegged to the URToken. These branded tokens will be created using smart
contracts, and travel providers in turn can use their branded tokens to reward customers for sharing their
personal data.
Ultimately, customers will be able to either use the branded tokens to make purchases from the awarding
travel providers or convert them into URTokens for use elsewhere. This level of freedom will be key to the
success of the URTravel platform.
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Travel Ecosystem powered by Blockchain Technology
As mentioned above, the information age has taken a toll on customer loyalty. Rather than going to a business
the customer has tried before and enjoyed, the customer can Google the good or service they would like to
purchase, and inevitably be inundated with better prices or promotional offers.
The travel industry is far from immune to this problem. Simply entering a flight route into any major search
engine will result in loads of competitive offers, often including the lowest possible price front and center. A
discerning customer looking for more than just a cheap flight can pull up one of the numerous airline
comparison websites, which draw comparisons related to everything from in-flight meals and legroom to the
quality of customer service.
This has changed the game across consumer sectors. While this has emboldened customers and improved the
shopping experience, it has left travel providers at a loss with respect to fostering customer loyalty. Loyalty
programs such as frequent flyer clubs may prove convenient at times, but they are rarely adequate to ensure
total loyalty from clients. This owes to the fact that they largely provide catch-all solutions that may or may not
prove useful to consumers. This can be seen in the complexities of navigating frequent flyer programs, and the
number of magazine subscriptions consumers has ordered in a last-ditch effort to use the miles they never
quite figured out how to fly with.
Some of the more forward-looking travel providers that already endeavor to access and process users’ personal
data attempt to do so based solely on the goodwill or naivete of their customers, but predictably, this method is
often ineffective as many customers are unwilling to provide feedback without anything to gain from the
Exchange.
Often, the customers that are most willing to provide their personal data are fueled either by extreme
displeasure or elation with their service, resulting in reviews and feedback that are lacking in nuance. It is
precisely these challenges that URTravel is striving to overcome. Fueled by the URToken incentivization scheme,
URTravel will make it possible for travel providers to extract useful and nuanced information from travelers, and
subsequently to cater to the real needs and preferences of consumers.
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Technical Architecture of URTravel
Blockchain Technology
Despite being among the hottest topics of recent years, blockchain technology is little understood. Put simply,
a blockchain is a digital ledger controlled by many different users that can be relied upon as an indisputable
means of recording transactions.
The public records left behind by blockchain technology cannot be manipulated, ensuring fairness and
transparency. Another key benefit of blockchain technology is its decentralized nature. Unlike traditional
banking and transaction systems, users don’t have to rely on third parties to process their information. The
entire system is maintained by its users. By eliminating/reducing reliance on middlemen, the costs traditionally
associated with transactional systems can be decreased significantly.
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URTravel Data
Using URTravel-driven services, applications or plug-ins, users can opt to share varying amounts of data with
the broader community. URTravel makes it possible for users to share personal data pertaining to the following:
transaction history, feedback related to previous travel, tours purchased, places visited, routes traveled,
accommodations, Tourism-related activities, events attended, services utilized, travel tips, life-hacks, interests,
search history, social contacts, and other types of personal information that may prove valuable to travel
providers.
Invasive though that may sound, each user always has full and transparent control of his or her information.
None of the above information will be available to the public without the user’s informed and explicit consent.
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Use Case
Anne, a recent college graduate, traveled with her family to a resort in Jamaica. She enjoyed some parts of the
vacation and could have done without others. Jamaica Sands Travel Agency would like to learn from Anne’s
experience in order to design travel offerings custom-tailored to her demographic. But Anne doesn’t plan to
return to Jamaica Anytime soon; rather, she wants to go to Europe next. Anne can trade her information to
Jamaica Sands Travel Agency for Jamaica Sands coins. But because she won’t be utilizing their services anytime
soon, she can then easily convert the Jamaica Sands coins into URTokens, or into the branded tokens of other
travel providers, which she can then use to gain benefits related to her upcoming European travels.
Travel providers involved in the URTravel system will have the freedom to decide how many branded coins they
wish to give out, and under what circumstances. This will give each company the power to extract the sort of
feedback and data that will truly help it craft its offerings for maximum potency. This frees travel providers up to
make use of their incoming data, and perhaps engage in creative guerrilla marketing campaigns.
Merchants will also have the freedom to define their own customer ranking strategy; i.e. defining how customers
can earn increased amounts of tokens. In order to help facilitate this process, we can provide information
pertaining to the customer’s activity within the URTravel sphere. As with everything else in the blockchain, each
company’s chosen ranking strategy will be formalized via smart contracts.
The following schema illustrates the flow of customer feedback, from the merchant protocol to the generation of
the customer award:

URTravel Blockchain

Travel Service Provider

Travelers

Travel Providers

Travel Providers

Travel Service Provider

Travel Providers

Earn Token

In addition to ensuring that only valid customers can provide reviews, the above protocol will make it possible for
merchants to gather a broad range of feedback throughout the customer experience process. I.e. a company can
seek client information immediately upon completion of a given tour or activity, or can provide customers with a
cooling-off period, depending on the company’s needs.
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Reputation Management And Voting Facilities
URTravel has added efficacy to the ecosystem, the travelers linked to this platform will be rewarded with
URToken according to their endowment. We have creators and curators as a requisite part of our ecosystem.
Creators help to draw the attention of the community by creating efficacious content. Curators help in the
evaluation and distribution of token in consonance with merits. The content with utmost votes by the
community will be inferred as the most pivotal. The payout will be based on the number of votes received. This
system deals with ’limited voted power’ which will deliver assurance to the participants about fairness and
prevents abuse in a decentralization platform, an unfailing reputation system is imperative to creators and
curators of content as well as helps in detecting abusive users who are spammers and post fake reviews. This
system rewards through a decentralized and stake-weighted reputation algorithm in which the URToken will be
distributed based on the number of votes received by the users.

Standard API For Shared Content Management
URTravel will have a decentralized system of management, which will comprise of information consumers and
providers alike. All users will have the opportunity to nominate themselves to become members of
decentralized management, and the community at large will approve or deny such nominations. All users have
equal votes, and they can exercise these votes in real-time. The management will comprise technical
supervisors, who maintain servers and are responsible for software performance, all in exchange for URTokens,
as well as economic supervisors, who act in the community’s interest while managing the economic aspects of
the blockchain.

Custom API’s For Travel Providers
In addition to information consumers and providers, URTravel will offer data to third-party developers, who will
be able to provide benefit from previously processed data. Primarily, such clients will include developers of apps
and websites that lack their own large scale data extraction methods.
By relying on the already processed data collected by URTravel, these developers will be able to enhance the
usability of their own service offerings, thereby enhancing the user experience.
Developers may have access to the following URTravel resources:
•
•
•
•
•

Shared database
Global service catalog
Transactions and user preferences
Global ranking of service providers
Consumers concerns

The opportunity to develop algorithms that offer a more comprehensive background for leisure travelers. AI
creators can submit their algorithms or processed data to developers. This can be paid either on a contractual
basis or using URToken in the event that an agreement between the sides can be reached so as to ensure the
additional flow of tokens within the system.
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Advertising Monetization On URTravel Ecosystem
URTravel users will have the opportunity to send and receive targeted advertisements. This process requires
explicit consent, and as such, users won’t have to worry about spam.
By consenting to this process, travelers can earn tokens from advertisers. This is only fair as targeted
advertisements are tremendously more profitable to travel providers than are standard advertisements.
For example, Anne can stipulate that she will only accept targeted ads from travel providers that will
compensate her a certain amount or more. Meanwhile, once Anne consents, her pertinent personal data will
become accessible to advertisers, thereby enabling them to create individualized ads.
In Anne’s case, her Sifnos dream hotel presumably sought customers with low to mid range travel budgets, and
who had listed the Greek Islands as among their dream destinations.

Access Control Policy
The significant function of this policy is to assist in protecting the data with privacy, confidentiality, and
security. It helps to shield the information about Ur travel. The users will be given access according to their
respective roles. The owners can configure as many accounts and deliver access to each user. The users will
perform certain tasks like the ability to read and modify booking records. The staff members are permitted to
access imperative information which will help the users to perform their tasks persuasively.

Hotel Identification And Verification
The legitimacy of the hotel will be examined. The location database will be incorporated by URTravel from
factual and foursquare. The factual and foursquare aims at providing information of every entity ( address, state,
zip, phone, website, etc.) and it is also used by Uber, Amazon, Apple and many more apps that identify the
location all around the world. Id we combine the data from both the sources i.e., factual and foursquare
URTravel will be able to locate over 3 billion localities from more than 200 countries and regions all over the
world including Geo-location, data address, email contacts, and contact numbers. Once the ownership of their
business is claimed on the URTravel platform the owner can be now pronounced as verified by Ur travel. The
owner can now access to the admin portal so that the venues will start receiving bookings and start responding
to customer reviews and manage the cost and availability of the hotels.
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URTravel Business Model
Key Factors Affecting Our Business Model:

URTravel’s key partners will include:
• Owners of applications and web services that are able to embed their services into URTravel or create new
services using our blockchain
• Advertising networks capable of embedding URTravel marketing opportunities into their business processes
• Travel providers of any scale
• All industry players that provide services to travelers: individual entrepreneurs, hotels, airlines, bus and railroad
carriers, sightseeing agencies, etc.

The core value of URTravel is to provide travel providers with personalized user information that was
shared with informed consent. As a result of this information exchange:
• Customers will enjoy exciting travel opportunities that are within their price range;
• Customers will enjoy a more streamlined and inspiring travel planning process;
• Customers will reap rewards in the form of URTokens and branded tokens;
• Travel providers will be able to cut marketing costs and boost their margins by offering individualized
travel packages.
• In sum, URTravel will serve as a marketplace, leveling the playing field between travelers and travel providers,
thereby championing the causes of transparency, reliability and incredible vacations.

We are currently zeroing in on the following key tasks:
• Enhancing methods for data acquisition and consistently increase the number of applications working on the
URTravel blockchain.
• Structuring the acquired data and increasing the number of relevant categories.
• Increasing the demand for data and attracting interested partners.
• Increasing advertising space in both individual applications and advertising networks.
• Encouraging increased advertising demand via the URTravel ecosystem.
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Issuing And Circulating Urtokens

At present, the issuance of URToken is set at 10% per year. This site will allow us to engage additional means for
development and will not be crucial for users who purchased URTokens earlier. The overall issue will proceed to
the community reserve fund and remain under relevant control. The daily digital development fund and
technical network supervisors will be paid from the reserve fund.
Due to the fact that URTokens proceed to the Development Fund on a regular basis, the number of users is set to
increase with subsequent demand growth for data and URTokens.

Allotment

Technical Supervisor

Pool for Development
Community Reserve Fund

USER

URTokens from the daily digital development fund will proceed to users who will earn them by performing
certain actions, such as providing feedback or reading targeted advertisements.
In turn, the URTokens will proceed to the community reserve fund, triggering the circulation of this decentralized
economic system.
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Cryptocurrency Wallet and Withdrwal
As mentioned above, customers will have the opportunity to convert their Branded Tokens into URTokens in order to
switch from one merchant reward program to another or for conversion into fiat currencies or other purposes.
The withdrawal process is described in the schema below. In sum, when a customer opts to withdraw their branded
tokens from a given company, they unlock URTokens previously owned by the company. A portion of these tokens
goes back to the company, which earns a small exit fee for each such transaction.
Another portion is burnt in order to balance the economy. The balance is sent to the customer. Meanwhile, the
cashed-in branded tokens are burnt due to the fact that their underlying URToken value has been depleted.
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Digital Development Fund
Part of the daily pool within the Digital Development Fund will be allocated for the development of the
platform. For instance, the decentralized management can suggest a funding acquisition of user movement
information by allocating some of the daily pool of the Digital Development Fund to relevant applications. The
community will always have the final say with respect to whether to accept such suggestions.
Every user is welcome to apply for funding from the Digital Development Fund. To do so, he or she must
propose a relevant plan and request support from the community. In the event that the community supports
the plan, this user will receive the relevant amount of URTokens in accordance with the voter-approved plan.
In the event that the user fails to adhere to the plan or the plan proves to be inefficient, funding can be withheld. The decentralized management and community stakeholders will monitor the progress of all such plans
on the basis of selected KPIs.

Token Economics
URT Token
The URToken serves as fuel for the URTravel ecosystem, and can be used for
the following purposes:
• Pay for transportation services, accommodations and entertainment during traveling, provided by travel
providers and leisure travelers.
• Create business solutions on the URTravel blockchain.
• Gain access to personal user information.
• Create and submit advertisements.
• Gain respect in the community and thus the opportunity to make and influence
large scale decisions.
• Upgrade an account.
• Be nominated to the Decentralized Management.
• Pay for extra services provided by computer-aided educational tools and AI.
• Pay fees related to more than 20 different operations (see Technical Paper for details)reap the benefits of the
increased data and URToken demand that will accompany the platform’s growth.
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Token of Travel
URTravel stands to change the game in personalized travel offerings. Below, we’ll take a look at how this might
playout for the avid traveler: Anne, our young travel enthusiast who was planning her trip to Europe when we
last saw her, has been taking full advantage of the URTravel application. By diligently providing feedback on
Jamaica and all of her other recent travels, she has effectively created volumes of data on her personal
preferences.
All the while, she’s been collecting URTokens in exchange for her feedback, and by now, she has enough to
make her dream trip to Europe. Meanwhile, URTravel has generated a wealth of data that is can use to craft
individualized recommendations that she may not have thought of on her own.
One day she opens up URTravel and finds an advertisement for the hotel she’s always dreamt of in a
little-known Greek Island called Sifnos. She’s never heard of the place, but the hotel is right on the beach and
each room boasts a private balcony with panoramic views of the sea. Best of all, it’s precise within her price
range. The hotel offers affordable tours to some of the island’s hidden gems, and free breakfast in the morning
with incredible reviews. Perfect for a budget-conscious recent graduate.
Floored, she knows she has to leap at the opportunity. Thankfully, securing a reservation is just a couple of clicks
of a button away. As she continues to prepare for her journey, Anne’s personalized preferences and selective
consent to share her personal information will make it simple to assemble the absolute dream trip.
By traveling with her phone, which has the URTravel App installed, Anne can continue to reap the benefits of
simplicity, security and reliability throughout the course of her vacation.

URTravel Blockchain

Travel Service Provider

Travelers

Travel Providers

Travel Providers

Travel Service Provider

Travel Providers

URT Token
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Participate in our Initial Exchange Offering (IEO)
URToken is being created on the base of Ethereum blockchain according to ERC-20 standard and then be
converted and exchanged to our own URTravel blockchain with the Graphene core when it’s ready. The transfer
and trading of tokens will be available after the Token Sale ends. Development Fund tokens (30%) are
intended for sale to large travel providers. They will be transferred to a multi-signature account with two
signatures, each of which will bear equal weight, and one of which will be controlled by a third-party escrow and
the second one by URTravel team. Tokens can be deblocked only when 100,000 users are reached, satisfying the
relevant KPI.
We plan to a certain portion of URTokens to large travel providers so as to ensure the success of the project. We
will offer major travel industry players special conditions to incentivize their participation, realizing that this will
be key to paving our way to influence in the industry.
We will reserve a certain number of tokens to sell to individual investors, as an incentive to enter the project as
early as possible.

Token
Price($)

Percentage

Pre-Sale

200000000
65000000

0.03
0.035

20%
10%

6000000
2275000

IEO

130000000
180000000
175000000

0.04
0.045
0.05

15%
25%
30%

5200000
7875000
9000000

Total

750000000

Phase

Max. Token Amount
for Price ($)

(%)

Value

($)

30350000

Distribution
The number of URTokens issued will amount to 750,000,000 units, which will be allocated based on the results
of Token Pre-Sale and Token Sale:

Early investors:
Pre-Sale:
Team:
Token Sale:
Advisors:
Start balance of the Reserve Fund:
Development fund:

5%
12%
20%
30%
2%
1%
30%
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Competitors
URTravel’s key competitors include Travel Chain, Sand Block and MITHRIL – three other systems that strive to
foster mutually beneficial business-client relationships.
Travel Chain is our closest direct competitor, as it offers crypto incentives for travelers willing to share their
experiences with travel providers. That said, while the Travel Chain team has commendable blockchain and
programming experience, they lack the travel industry savvy that we have accrued over the past decade. As
you can see from our team BIOS, URTravel brings to the table an unrivaled combination of the tourism
industry and tech expertise that will give us a significant and consistent edge up on the competition.
The other two competitors are focused on different industries. Sand Block seeks to use tokens to
incentivization customer loyalty and engagement across an array of sectors, while Mithril seeks to use tokens
to reward content creators for their contributions across social networks. While the incentivization schemes
used by Sand Block and Mithril are similar, our focus on travel – propelled by our substantial industry and tech
experience will ensure that neither of these businesses will pose a threat to our market share.
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Roadmap

May 2018

Jan-March 2019

URTravel and YouRoute
collaborates to change the
travel industry.

Jun-July 2019

Attended East meets West
and Crypto Invest Summit
conferences.

April-May 2019

Oct-Jan 2019
Team expansion and
strategic partnerships

Oct-November 2019
IEO Sale Phase 1, Creating a
secure transaction system
for bounty distribution

First marketing campaign
begins, Completed team
building.

Aug-Sept. 2019

Early private investors meet,
Expanding Advisory board.

IEO Preparation, URToken
Development & Distribution

Jan-April 2020

Jun 2020

URT wallet and application
development.

URTravel application initial
module launch.

Dec 2019
IEO Sale Phase 2, Platform
development begins

May-Dec 2020
Integrating URToken with
third party online exchanges.
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Core Team

Alton Franco
Co-founder and CEO

Alton is an experienced entrepreneur,
visionary, and business leader. His
professional experience includes,
business development for start ups,
CEO of a successful travel business, and
Managing Partner of a Cryptocurrency
Hedge Fund.
Alton’s resourcefulness and ability to
cultivate, nurture and navigate
his teams has lead them to business
success. As a US Navy Gulf War veteran,
Alton uses his strategic leader insight to
help companies grow from vision to
fruition.

Alex Artyukhin
Co-founder and CTO

Alex comes with experience and
knowledge in the function and operation
of central banks. He’s spent over a decade
holding a number of roles in the financial
world, at companies that include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Youroute (Founder)
SnapExit (CEO)
BlackBullAdvisors Hedge Fund (Founder)
INTLCOIN (Co-Founder)
“Double R” (CEO)
Unicredit Banking Group (AVP)
Deutsche Bank (AVP)

In addition, Alex has held several key
positions at MICEX (the Moscow Exchange),
operating under the Central Bank of Russia.

Constantine Potamianos
Investors Relationships
An experienced business leader with a
cross-disciplinary background in a range of
industries, Constantine’s professional
history includes depth in technology,
finance, strategy, operations and law.
Over a 30-year period, he’s served with
public and private companies, international
law firms and technology-focused
investment banks as:
•
•
•
•
•

CEO and Founder,
Chief Strategy Officer,
Chief Legal Officer,
Partner & Co-Leader - Corporate Group,
VP – Technology Investment Banking.
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Yanis Tsaunya
Software and Web-Developer
Tim Peshkov
PR, Marketing
A communications executive with more than 20 years’ experience
in financial services, fintech, technology and media, Tim has held
the position of Deputy Director, Consultant, Advisor, and Partner.
He’s played roles that have involved government and public
relations, as well as marketing, in the variety of organizations In
addition to leading traditional media relations and marcom
efforts.

Yanis’ expertise covers an assortment of areas including five plus
years in growth hacking, content marketing, data science, BI
visualization, Blockchain/Tangle, and fintech. He’s held positions
as a team leader and developer (C# and Ruby) at: SnapExit,
YouRoute and Chesterton Humberts

Tim has launched major national brands, introduced products to
market, guided messaging for M&A and led IPO communications.

Jillian Sidoti
Legal Attorney
Amber K. Singh
PR, Marketing
Amber has led creative teams, developers, designers and studios
with his knowledge of technology and passion for Art. Carrying
more than 5 years of experience as Project Manager in
Blockchain industry. Amber will be responsible for running
Marketing campaign for URTravel.

Jillian Sidoti is one of the country’s leading experts on Regulation A+. Since 2008, Jillian has submitted multiple Regulation
A Offering Circulars to the Securities Exchange Commission for
approval making her one of the few attorneys familiar with the
law prior to the changes under the JOBS Act. Since the JOBS
Act, Jillian has assisted multiple companies and entrepreneurs
realize their fundraising goals through Crowdfunding, 506©, and
Regulation A.
Jillian also continues to specialize in transactional legal matters
such as private placement memorandums, S-1′s/S-11’s, and Regulation D filings. Jillian also spends her time speaking at seminars
educating real estate investors on how to legally raise capital
for their real estate investment projects. Jillian is the author of
the highly rated book, The Crowdfunding Myth which debunks
the multiple myths surrounding crowdfunding and teaches the
reader how to effectively crowdfund their securities offering.
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Alex Kundin

Lead Blockchain Developer
Bringing a tremendous wealth of in-depth knowledge in
cryptocurrencies and the blockchain, Alex has long been at the
cutting edge of emerging technologies. He possesses excellent
leadership qualities and has a passion for self-development.
Alex comes with 10 years of experience in web architecture
development, including optimizing user interfaces and SPAs.
Passionate about startups that make a difference in people’s
lives.

Ingrid Burke
Writer-In-Large
A professional writer with nearly a decade of experience whose
work on legal and scientific developments has been published
by news outlets around the globe.

Iliya Kholinov
Blockchain Developer
A blockchain developer with more than 15 years’ of experience in
delivering great products and DevOps, as well as in leading and
hiring teams.

Evgeny Fateev
Blockchain Developer
A full-stack software engineer with a wealth of experience in
delivering innovative products in the blockchain industries.
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Disclaimer
URTravel White Paper v.3.02 (ENG)
This is a preliminary document that may be subject to updates. The final document will be published prior to
Token Sale.
This document is intended solely for indicative purposes and does not constitute an offer or a call to trade
equities or securities using the URTravel platform or any other related or associated entity. This document can
be freely altered and amended in any manner. The final document will be published prior to the Token Sale.

Risks Involved
URT is the mechanism that carries out our Ur travel ecosystem. Supporting URT is a step towards success in our
platform, but there are several risks that our users should be aware of

1.Project Risk
As with any project, the entire team has a strong record of development and business management experience,
but this doesn’t guarantee success. The team will aspire to hit the milestones outlined in the project road map,
the ecosystem will be as transparent as possible regarding our progress.

2. Cryptocurrency Risk
Cryptocurrencies are highly volatile in nature with fluctuating rates. If there are chances to lose Ur token then
gain, so the purchase of Ur token should be avoided. Take time to understand our project. Our goal is to find the
participants who like to stay active contributors and users in our open platform.

3. Regulatory Risk
Our platform will do our best to fulfill all legal and regulatory policies, but cannot foresee how regulations may
impact our project and platform development. The people living in America are actively engaged in blockchain
and cryptocurrency space. The proposal consists of a pre-approval system for IEO applicants, clear investor
requirements and marketing and publicity rules.
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